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We derive a fully relativistic form factor for Thomson scattering in unmagnetized plasmas valid to all orders

in the normalized electron velocity, �� =v� /c. The form factor is compared to a previously derived expression

where the lowest order electron velocity, �� , corrections are included �J. Sheffield, Plasma Scattering of

Electromagnetic Radiation �Academic Press, New York, 1975��. The �� expansion approach is sufficient for
electrostatic waves with small phase velocities such as ion-acoustic waves, but for electron-plasma waves the
phase velocities can be near luminal. At high phase velocities, the electron motion acquires relativistic correc-
tions including effective electron mass, relative motion of the electrons and electromagnetic wave, and polar-
ization rotation. These relativistic corrections alter the scattered emission of thermal plasma waves, which
manifest as changes in both the peak power and width of the observed Thomson-scattered spectra.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thomson scattering is the process by which an incident
light wave accelerates a charged particle, resulting in scat-
tered radiation �1�. For a stationary charge, the scattered ra-
diation has the same frequency as the incident radiation. If
the charge is in motion, the scattered radiation has a fre-
quency different from the incident frequency by the Doppler

shift: �s=�i+k�i ·v� , where �i is the incident frequency, �s the

scattered frequency, k�i is the wave number of the incident
wave, and v� is the velocity of the charge. When the scatter-
ing process occurs in plasma, the excess energy in the scat-
tering process results in a plasma wave, which satisfies the
phase matching condition

� = �s − �i, �1�

k���� = k�s��s� − k�i��i� , �2�

where � and k� are the frequency and wave number of the
plasma wave. In terms of the macroscopic plasma behavior,
the incident light wave scatters from electrostatic fluctuations
�inherent plasma wave spectrum� in the plasma. The connec-
tion between single particle and bulk plasma behavior is es-
tablished through the statistical distribution of velocities and
the dielectric response of the bulk plasma.

Thomson scattering in a plasma can be separated into two
regimes: noncollective and collective. For optical Thomson
scattering, these regimes are delineated by k�d, where �d

=�Te /4�e2ne is the Debye length, Te is the electron tempera-
ture, e is the fundamental unit of charge, and ne the electron
density. In the noncollective regime, k�d�1. The Landau
damping of the plasma waves is large, leading to a diffuse
fluctuation spectrum. The plasma waves are quasimodes and
no natural mode of the plasma is present. In the collective
regime, k�d�1, the Thomson spectrum contains four reso-
nances, corresponding to natural modes of the plasma: red-
shifted and blueshifted features from co- and counterpropa-
gating electron-plasma waves and ion-acoustic waves.

Thomson scattering has proven a critical diagnostic for
assessing plasma conditions in laser produced �2–4�, toka-

mak �5–7�, and pinch plasmas �8,9�. In each of these systems
plasma instabilities develop with growth rates depending
sensitively on the plasma conditions. In particular, inertial
confinement fusion �ICF� target designs for the National Ig-
nition Facility �NIF� �10� may be susceptible to stimulated
Raman scattering �11�. A detailed understanding of the tem-
perature and density of the plasma allows mitigation of Ra-
man scattering and an improvement in ICF margins �10�. The
high-density, high-temperature conditions in ICF targets
present a new regime for collective Thomson scattering
where an understanding of relativistic effects is essential.

In a nonrelativistic development of the Thomson-scattered
spectrum, the relative motion between the electron and the
incident field only affects the phase of the incident radiation
experienced by the electron. The acceleration of the electron
is assumed to be independent of velocity �other than the
phase�, which neglects any modification to the electron tra-
jectory from the Lorentz force and relativity. In noncollective
plasmas, these modifications have little consequence on the
scattered spectrum unless the electron temperature becomes
a sizable fraction of the electron rest energy �12–14�. In col-
lective Thomson scattering, however, the phase velocity of
the electron-plasma wave can approach c at moderate or
even low electron temperatures. As the Thomson scattering
process involves electrons traveling at the phase velocity of
the electron-plasma wave, this leads to a situation where
relativistic effects can be observed in a plasma traditionally
considered nonrelativistic �Te�mec

2 and vosc /c�1� �15�.
Relativistic modifications to the Thomson-scattered spec-

tra in both the collective and non-collective regimes have
been studied previously �1,12,13,16–18�. Typically, only
small relativistic corrections are considered by expanding the
scattered electric field of the electron in orders of the nor-
malized electron velocity � and truncating terms higher or-
der than �. In noncollective scattering, the relativistic modi-
fications tend to shift the peak of the scattered radiation to
shorter wavelengths with the shift proportional to tempera-
ture: charges preferentially emit in the direction of motion.
This leads to an increase in the Thomson-scattered power
from electrons moving toward the direction of observation
and a reduction in power from electrons moving away. Beau-
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sang and Prunty have provided a fully relativistic treatment
of direct noncollective backscatter �18�. A consideration of
only noncollective backscatter geometries limits the useful-
ness of such a treatment. In collective scattering, relativistic
corrections to first order in �, enhance and diminish the blue-
and redshifted resonance peaks, respectively. No relativistic
treatment of collective scattering in analogy to the Beausang
and Prunty publication appears in the literature. Here we
present a fully relativistic treatment of Thomson scattering
valid to all orders in �, and for all scattering angles perpen-
dicular to the incident polarization for unmagnetized plas-
mas. The resulting scattered power is generalized for both
the collective and noncollective regimes. This generalization
allows one to fully explore the extent of relativistic modifi-
cations as well as the transition between collective and non-
collective scattering.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we derive
an expression for the fully relativistic scattered power and
show that it can be decomposed into a calculation of several
integrals. Section III shows correspondence between our re-
sult and previous results where relativistic corrections to or-
der � are calculated. Section IV contains an expression for
the scattered power valid to an additional order, �2. In Sec.
V, we discuss the physical significance of a fully relativistic
treatment. Section VI details our setup for evaluating the
fully relativistic form factor numerically. The numerical re-
sults for several cases of interest are presented in Sec. VII.
Section VIII is the summary and conclusions.

II. RELATIVISTIC FORM FACTOR

A. Scattered power spectrum

We begin by considering an incident plane electric field
with an amplitude small enough such that the original trajec-
tory of any electron is only slightly modified �we discuss this
further in Appendix A�.

E� i = E� i,0 cos�k�i · r� − �it�� , �3�

where k�i and �i are the wave number and frequency of the
incident wave and t� refers to the retarded time, or time
measured in the electron’s frame. We will use t to refer to
time in the observation frame. For simplicity we choose our
observation of the scattered field in the plane perpendicular

to the incident electric field as shown in Fig. 1. Defining k�s as
the wave number of the scattered electromagnetic wave, we

can write both k�s ·E� i=0 and k�i ·E� i=0. We also define ŝ, î, and

ê as the unit vectors along k�s, k�i, and E� i respectively, �s

= ŝ ·�� , �i= î ·�� , �E= ê ·�� , and c	= î · ŝ, which are shown sche-
matically in Fig. 1. If we limit our calculations to an obser-
vation distance, R, much larger than both the distance tra-
versed by a charge during the observation time, T, and the
sample size, L, only the scattered far field of the electron
needs to be considered �R
cT , R
L�. Under these as-
sumptions we can write the retarded time �electron time�, t�,
in terms of the observation time, t, as follows:

t� � t −
R

c
+

ŝ

c
· r��t� , �4�

where r��t� is the position of the electron in the observation
frame. The scattered electric far field due to one electron is
then

E� s�R,t� =
re

R
Ei,0G� ��� �cos�k�i · r� − �it�� , �5�

where re is the classical electron radius. The factor G� ��� � is
the velocity dependent geometric factor

G� ��� � =
�1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�3 ��1 − �s��1 − ni�i�ê − �nic	 − �s��Eŝ

+ ni�1 − �s��Eî − �1 − nic	��E�
� � , �6�

where ni=c�k�i� /�i is the refractive index of the incident light

in the medium, which we return to in Sec. VI D, and G� ��� � is
understood to be evaluated in the retarded frame. A proper

treatment of G� ��� � is required for a fully relativistic
Thomson-scattering form factor, which we present here. Pre-
vious treatments have been limited to linearizations of Eq.

�6�: G� ��� ���1+2�s−�i�ê−c	�Eŝ+�Eî.
The Klimontovich distribution, which describes precisely

the position and velocity of all particles in the plasma, can be
expressed as

Fe�r�,v� ,t�� = �
j

��r� − r� j�t��

���v� − v� j�t���	t� − t +
R

c
−

ŝ

c
· r� j�t�
 . �7�

The total scattered electric field can be written as the sum of
the scattered electric fields due to each available scatterer.
Using the Klimontovich distribution the scattered field is
then
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Scattering geometry as defined in text.
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E� s
T�R,t� =

re

R
Ei,0�

V

dr�� dv�G� ��� �Fe�r�,v� ,t��cos�k�i · r� − �it�� ,

�8�

where the superscript T refers to total. The time averaged
scattered power in a solid angle is then

Ps�R,�s� =
cR2ns

4�2 lim→0 �
�s−��s/2

�s+��s/2

d�s

���
0

�

dtE� s
T�t�e−�+i�s�t�2

, �9�

where ns=c�k�s� /�s is the index of refraction for the scattered
light. The integration limits represent the fact that the detec-
tor collects frequencies within an interval and not at one
particular frequency. Because the scattered power is ob-
served at the detector, ns=1.

We seek to evaluate the Laplace transform of Es
T�t� ap-

pearing in Eq. �9�, which we can write as

L�s
�E� s

T�t�� =
re

2R
Ei,0�

0

�

dt��
V

dr�� dv�G� ���� �Fe�r�,v� ,t��

��eik�+·r�−i�+t� + eik�−·r�−i�−t�� , �10�

where L�s
�E� s

T�t��=dtE� s
T�t�e−�+i�s�t, we have defined G� ���� �

��1−�s�G� ��� � and the frequency and wave numbers are de-

fined as follows: k�+=k�s+k�i, k�−=k�s−k�i, �+=�s+�i, and �−
=�s−�i. Noting that the integrals over time and space are
Laplace and Fourier transforms respectively, we find

L�s
�E� s

T�t�� =
re

2R
Ei,0� dv�G� ���� ��Fe�k�+,v� ,�+ + i�

+ Fe�k�−,v� ,�− + i�� . �11�

The Laplace transforms have been performed assuming a
positive scattered frequency, �s�0. Allowing �s to range
over both positive and negative values, we have

L��s
�E� s

T�t�� =
re

2R
Ei,0� dv�G� ���� �Fe�k�,v� ,� + i� , �12�

where we have dropped the � subscripts, and �=�s−�i and

k� =k�s−k�i. Upon substituting Eq. �12� back into Eq. �9� we
find the scattered power spectrum to be

Ps�R,�s� =
Pire

2

2�a
lim→0 �� dv�G� ���� �Fe�k�,v� ,� + i��2

,

�13�

where Pi= �cEi0
2 /8��a, and a is the cross-sectional area of

the incident beam.

From Eq. �13� When G�� ��� � is approximated as unity we
recover the traditional Thomson form factor:

S�k,�� = lim→0 
�ne�k,� + i��2

ne0
�14�

by inspection the fully relativistic analog can be written sym-
bolically as

S�k,�� = lim→0


ne0
�� dv�G� ���� �Fe�k�,v� ,� + i��2

.

�15�

B. Treatment of the Klimontovich distribution function

In order to evaluate L�s
�E� s

T�t��, we derive an expression

for Fe�k� ,v� ,�� that does not require explicit knowledge of the
position and velocity of every electron in the system at all
times. Expressing the total distributions Fe and Fi as a sum
of the average system state F0e=n0ef0e�v�� and F0i
=n0,ef0i�v�� /Z �equilibrium distribution� plus a fluctuation
contribution, F1q, we have

Fe = n0ef0e�v�� + F1e, �16�

Fi = Z−1n0ef0i�v�� + F1i. �17�

The equilibrium plasma is taken to be charge neutral such
that �f0e− f0i�dv� =0. The Klimontovich system is composed
of the Klimontovich equation

� �

�t
+ v� · �� +

qE� f

mq
· �� p�Fq = 0, �18�

where �� p is the gradient along the momentum direction and
particle-particle correlations have been neglected, and Pois-
son’s equation

�� · E� f = 4�e� �ZF1i − F1e�dv� , �19�

where E� f is the electrostatic field generated by thermal fluc-
tuations. We note that the relativistic Vlasov equation, Eq.
�18�, is written in terms of the momentum gradient �� p and
not the velocity gradient �� v. As a result, the Fq appearing in
Eq. �18� is actually the momentum distribution, which can be
transformed to the velocity distribution via a Jacobian trans-
formation. From this point on, when an integration is over
the coordinates dv� or dp� the distributions are understood to
be to velocity distributions or momentum distributions, re-
spectively. Furthermore, the operator �� p is understood to act
on the momentum distribution.

To find F1q, we insert Eqs. �16� and �17� into Eq. �18� and
linearize with respect to the fluctuating field amplitude. We
find that the fluctuating component of the distribution func-
tion can be expressed as follows:

F1,q�k�,v� ,�� = − i
F1,q�k�,v� ,t = 0�

� − k� · v� − i
−

4�q

mk2

�1�k�,��k� · �� pf0,q

� − k� · v� − i
,

�20�

where �1�k� ,�� is the spectral fluctuation density
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�1�k�,�� = Zen1,i�k�,�� − en1,e�k�,�� , �21�

There are no electromagnetic fluctuations because the elec-
trons are restricted to subluminal phase velocities. In a mag-
netized plasma, however, slow electromagnetic waves are
supported and electrons at subluminal velocities can generate
electromagnetic fluctuations.

Before continuing, it useful to note that assuming strait
line orbits �a reasonable approximation for weak perturbing
fields as shown in Appendix A�, the Fourier transform of the
Klimontovich distribution can be written as

Fe�k�,v� ,�� =� dr�� dtei��t−k�·r���
j

��r� − r� j�t����v� − v� j�t�� .

�22�

or

Fe�k�,v� ,�� = �
j

e−ik�·r�j�0���v� − v� j�t����� − k� · v� j�t�� , �23�

which we will use in the subsequent algebra.

C. Components of the scattered field spectrum

The Laplace transform, L�s
�E� s

T�t��, still needs to be evalu-

ated explicitly. We first break the geometric factor, G�� , into
four vectors and define He, Hs, Hi, and Hp as follows:

H� e � ê� �1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�
�1 − ni�i�Fe�k�,v� ,��dv� �24�

H� s � − ŝ� �E
�1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�2 �nic	 − �s�Fe�k�,v� ,��dv� �25�

H� i � î� ni�E
�1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�
Fe�k�,v� ,��dv� �26�

H� p � − �1 − nic	�� �E�
� �1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�2 Fe�k�,v� ,��dv� . �27�

In terms of H� e, H� s, H� i, and H� p, the Laplace transform of the
scattered field is simply

L�s
�E� s

T�t�� =
re

2R
Ei,0�H� e + H� s + H� i + H� p� . �28�

H� e, H� s, and H� i are the components of the scattered electric

field in the ê, ŝ, and î directions, respectively, for the elec-
trons evolving under the classical Lorentz force of the inci-

dent wave, while H� p is the additional field component result-
ing from the polarization rotation of the scattered light from
the relativistic motion of the electrons.

We note that when 	=�, assuming noncollective behav-
ior: Fe→n0ef0e�v��, for small density, and taking the distribu-
tion function to be symmetric, we recover the scattered field
derived by Beausang and Prunty �18� in their relativistic
treatment for pure back scattered light in the noncollective
regime, namely,

L�s
�E� s

T�t�� =
re

2R
êEi,0� �1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�

�	1 −
2�E

2

�1 − �s�2
Fe�k�,v� ,��dv� . �29�

In this situation, H� s, and H� i are zero and the second term in
square brackets is the modification due to relativistic polar-
ization rotation. Here we are interested in the observed scat-
tered spectra at all available angles perpendicular to the in-
cident polarization.

In Appendix B, we provide a derivation for the following

expressions for H� e, H� s, H� i, and H� p, assuming a symmetric
equilibrium distribution function:

H� e � − êi�
j=1

N
�1 − �2�1/2�1 − ni�i�

�1 − �s�
e−ik�·r�j�0�

� − k� · v� j − i

− ê
Xe

e
�1�k�,�� , �30�

H� s � iŝ�
j=1

N
�1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�2

�E�nic	 − �s�e−ik�·r�j�0�

� − k� · v� j − i
, �31�

H� i � − iî�
j=1

N
�1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�
ni�Ee−ik�·r�j�0�

� − k� · v� j − i
, �32�

H� p � i�1 − nic	��
j=1

N
�1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�2

�E�
� e−ik�·r�j�0�

� − k� · v� j − i
+

X� p

e
�1�k�,�� ,

�33�

where the spectral fluctuation density is

�1�k�,�� = −
ie

�
	�

j=1

N
e−ik�·r�j�0�

� − k� · v� j − i
− Z�

l=1

N/Z
e−ik�·r�l�0�

� − k� · v� l − i

 ,

�34�

where the sum over l is for ions. The functions Xe and X� p can
be considered relativistic analogs of the electron susceptibil-
ity,

Xe �
4�e2

mk2 � �1 − �2�1/2�1 − ni�i�
�1 − �s�

k� · �� pf0,q

� − k� · v� − i
dp� �35�

X� p � �1 − nic	�
4�e2

mk2 � �E�
� �1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�2

k� · �� pf0,q

� − k� · v� − i
dp� .

�36�

We note that for small �, Xe→�e, the standard electron sus-

ceptibility, while X� p→0.

D. Evaluation of the scattered power

The scattered power, Eq. �15�, is proportional to the Poyn-

ting flux, which requires an evaluation of �L�s
�E� s

T�t���2. Using
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our conditions that ê ·k� =0, ê · î=0, and ê · ŝ=0, there are eight
terms that need to be considered in the scattered power:

�H� e�2, �H� s�2, �H� i�2, �H� p�2, H� e ·H� p
�, H� s ·H� i

�, H� s ·H� p
�, and H� i ·H� p

�.
The components are considered explicitly in Appendix C.
The sum of these components allows for grouping and sim-

plifies the overall expression for �H� e+H� s+H� i+H� p�2 into a
“few” integrals,

�H� e + H� s + H� i + H� p�2

N
= �Xe − Xp

�
�2

I1e + �Xe − Xp

�
�2

I1i

− 2 Re	Xe − Xp

�

�

j=2

4

Ij + �
j=5

9

Ij ,

�37�

where N is the number of electrons in the scattering volume
and Ij are radiation moment integrals, which have the generic
form

Ij �� dv�
�1 − �2�l/2�e

m�s
n�i

p�q

�1 − �s�u

fe��� �

��/ck − k̂ · ��2 + 2
,

�38�

where l, m, n, p, q, and u are integers. The specific forms of
the integrals are defined in Appendix D. In arriving at Eq.
�37�, we have used the assumption of a symmetric distribu-

tion function to determine that X� p � ê �Xp= ê ·X� p�. Putting all
the components together we arrive at the fully relativistic
scattered power for Thomson scattering in unmagnetized
plasmas,

Ps��s� =
NPire

2

2�a
lim→0 ��Xe − Xp

�
�2

I1e + �Xe − Xp

�
�2

I1i

− 2 Re	Xe − Xp

�

�

j=2

4

Ij + �
j=5

9

Ij� . �39�

III. CORRESPONDENCE WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS

We now show that our result Eq. �39� reduces to the result
given by Sheffield �1� in the nonrelativistic limit, ��1. We
will Taylor expand when necessary, set ni=1, and only retain

terms of O��� � in all of our expressions. From the expressions
given in Eqs. �D1� thru �D9� we can neglect I4, I7, I8, and I9.

Furthermore, Xp�0. At O��� �, Eq. �39� simplifies to

Ps��s� =
NPire

2

2�a
lim→0 ��Xe

�
�2

I1e + Z�Xe

�
�2

I1i − 2 Re	Xe

�



��I2 + I3� + �I5 + I6�� , �40�

where the remaining nonzero expressions are given by

Xe � �e −
4�e2

mk2 � ��i − �s�
k� · �� vfe0

� − k� · v�
dv� , �41�

Xe
2 � �e

2 − 2�e
4�e2

mk2 � ��i − �s�
k� · �� vfe0

� − k� · v�
dv� , �42�

I2 + I3 =
�

k
� dv��1 + �s − �i�he, �43�

I5 + I6 =
�

k
� dv��1 + 2�s − 2�i�he. �44�

Sheffield has demonstrated that the Doppler shifted scattered
frequency can be related to the incident frequency via the
relation �s�1−�s�=�i�1−�i� �1�. Upon using this relation
and the phase matching conditions between the waves we

have that �i−�s=−�� /�i��1−�s�. Noting that for fixed k� the
assumption that ��1 is equivalent to ���s,i, we have �i
−�s�−�� /�i�, and we reproduce Sheffield’s result

Ps��s� =
NPire

2n

2ack
�1 + 2

�

�i
�	�1 + �i

�
�2

fe0
1 ��̂k�

+ Z��e

�
�2

f i0
1 ��̂k�
 , �45�

where fe0
1 and f i0

1 are the one-dimensional distribution func-

tions evaluated at �̂k as follows:

fe0
1 ��̂k� =

e−��1 − �̂k
2�−1/2

2�2K2��� 	1 + �1 +
�

�1 − �̂k
2�2
 , �46�

f i0
1 ��̂k� = c� M

2�Ti
�1/2

e−Mc2/2Ti�̂k
2
. �47�

For the temperatures considered the nonrelativistic ion dis-
tribution is sufficient.

IV. SMALL �� CORRECTION TO SHEFFIELD’S RESULT

For experiments that are only mildly relativistic, it is use-
ful to have a simple expression for the next order corrections
to the form factor. Here we maintain terms to order �2, but

we use a nonrelativistic Maxwellian, f�e���
= �2��−3/2�c /vTe�3exp�−�c� /vTe�2 /2� for evaluation. The er-
ror introduced when using the nonrelativistic Maxwellian is
generally small at laboratory temperatures �10 keV as
shown in Fig. 2. In addition use of the nonrelativistic Max-
wellian greatly simplifies the final expression. By using the
nonrelativistic Maxwellian, however, we cannot treat second
order thermal corrections, which arise in the deviation be-
tween the nonrelativistic and relativistic Maxwellian. We
again set ni=1. Using the relation �i−�s=−�� /�i��1−�s�,
the various components of Ps��s� can be expressed as fol-
lows:

I2 + I3 + I4 =
�

ck
fe0

1 ��̂k��1 +
�

�i
−

1

2
�̂k

2� , �48�

I5 + I6 + I7 =
�

ck
fe0

1 ��̂k�	�1 +
�

�i
�2

− �̂k
2
 , �49�
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Xe � 	1 +
�

�i
−

1

2
�̂k

2 + �ŝ · k̂��vp

c
�� �
�i
�
�e −

1

2
��p

�
�2

�̂k
2,

�50�

where k̂ is the unit vector along k� and we have used the fact
that

4�e2

mk2 � �k
2 k� · �� vfe0

� − k� · v�
dv� = ��̂k

2 − 3
vTe

2

c2 ��e + ��p

�
�2

�̂k
2.

�51�

We then find that the Thomson-scattered power to order in
�2 can be expressed as Ps��s�= Pe,s��s�+ Pi,s��s�, where

Pe,s��s� =
NPire

2n

2cka
fe0

1 ��̂k��	�1 +
�

�i
�2

− �̂k
2 + �� �

�i
��̂k


��1 −
�e

�
�2

+ �� �
�i
��̂k��e

�
�2

+ �̂k
2��p

�
�2

�Re	1 + �i

���2 
 −
1

2
�̂k

2� , �52�

Pi,s��s� =
NPire

2n

2cka
fi0

1 ��̂k��	�1 +
�

�i
�2

− �̂k
2 + 2�� �

�i
��̂k


���e

�
�2

− �̂k
2��p

�
�2

Re	 �e

���2
� , �53�

and �= �k̂ · ŝ�.

V. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION

The Thomson-scattering form factor describes the total
power scattered into electromagnetic waves by a plasma that
has been irradiated by an incident electromagnetic wave. For
small incident electric field amplitudes �as discussed in Ap-
pendix A�, the scattered radiation is the sum total of electric
dipole fields from electron oscillations in the incident field.
For a static dipole the frequency of the emitted radiation is
equal to the incident radiation. In a nonzero temperature

plasma, each dipole is moving with respect to the propaga-
tion axis of the incident radiation. This relative motion re-
sults in a velocity dependent scattered frequency or Doppler
shift: electrons copropagating with the incident field scatter
light at lower frequencies, while electrons counterpropagat-
ing scatter light at higher frequencies. Because the dipole
oscillators are embedded in the plasma, the scattered fre-
quencies and wave numbers depend on the dielectric proper-
ties of the plasma itself.

In the absence of incident radiation, electrons traversing a
plasma drive plasma waves producing electrostatic fluctua-
tions in the plasma �19�. The amplitude of the electrostatic
fluctuations is determined by how close the frequency of the
emitted plasma wave is to the natural mode of the plasma
�Re����0�; emitted waves far from the natural mode fre-
quency are strongly damped and thus have lower amplitudes.
In the presence of the incident radiation, the excess photon
energy and momentum from the dipole scattering process
result in a plasma wave �the excess photon energy is deter-
mined by the electron’s velocity through the Doppler shift�.
The plasma is susceptible to the emission of its natural mode,
resulting in a scattered radiation spectrum that is weighted by
the plasma dielectric susceptibility. The scattered power is
thus largest when the difference in frequency between the
incident and emitted radiation is close to the plasma
frequency.

In the nonrelativistic case, the relative motion between the
electron and the incident field only affects the phase of the
incident radiation experienced by the electron: each electron
oscillates as a stationary dipole with its Doppler modified
frequency. In actuality, even for weak incident fields, the
motion of the electron in the incident field is quite a bit more
complex. The electron motion includes the magnetic field
contribution to the Lorentz force and relativistic contribu-
tions to the electron motion, including the relativistic rotation
of the electromagnetic wave into the electron’s frame and
changes in the electron’s effective mass �in an isotropic ther-
mal plasma irradiated by a plane wave, the electron velocity
must be a sizable fraction of c for the magnetic contribution
of the Lorentz force to contribute; one can then consider the
magnetic contribution to be a relativistic effect�. The polar-
ization rotation arises from the scattered power depending on
the acceleration and not the force on the electron. When
considering the acceleration �time rate of change of velocity�
instead of the force, an additional Newtonian “force” arises
which resembles the Lorentz transformation of the electric
field �the two are identical for 
1� �20�. The increase in
effective electron mass is straightforward to any one familiar
with relativity: the acceleration is not independent of veloc-
ity.

In addition to relativistic modifications to the electron mo-
tion, the electric field scattered by an electron depends sen-
sitively on the velocity at near luminal speeds. This sensitiv-
ity is the direct result of the difference in time between the
emission and observation of the scattered photon �20�. If the
electron were to move at c, all of the photons scattered from
the electron would arrive at the observation point at the same
instant, resulting in an unphysically infinite scattered power.
At near luminal velocities, the scattered power is enhanced
as the photons arrive at the observation point in an effec-
tively shorter duration.

Maxwellian

relativistic

Maxwellian

fe
1(ββ)

10-6

10

0 0.8
v/c

FIG. 2. �Color online� Comparison of 1D velocity distribution
functions for Te=10 keV: the nonrelativistic Maxwellian distribu-
tion is dotted �black� and the relativistic Maxwellian is solid �red�.
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In noncollective plasmas, the electron motion has little
consequence on the scattered spectrum unless the electron
temperature becomes a sizable fraction of the electron rest
energy. In collective plasmas, however, the phase velocity of
the electron-plasma wave can approach c. The Thomson-
scattering process involves electrons traveling at the phase
velocity of the electron-plasma wave. This leads to a situa-
tion where relativistic effects can be observed in a plasma
traditionally considered nonrelativistic �Te�mec

2 and
vosc /c�1�.

VI. COMPUTATION SETUP

In the previous sections we derived some simple analytic
limits for the scattered power. For arbitrary scattering angle
and temperature, the scattered power requires numerical
evaluation.

A. Reduction of the Ia Integrals

We now focus on reducing the Ia integrals to a form that
can be evaluated numerically. We use the singularity to write

� d�� p��� �
fe0��� �

�� − ck�k�2 + 2 =
�

ck
� d�� p��� �fe0��� ����k − �̂k� ,

�54�

where p��� � represents the various functions proceeding he in

the Ia integrals and �̂k=� /ck. With cylindrical coordinates,
we can utilize the delta function, and write the he integrals as
one integral over angle, which can be done analytically, and
one angle over “velocity radius” which must be done nu-
merically. We choose one Cartesian velocity axis along ê, the

second along k̂, and the third to be �̂= ê� k̂ as shown in Fig.
3. Defining �r=���2+�E

2 , ��=�r cos �, and �E=�r sin �,
we have

� d�� p��� �fe0��� ����k − �̂k� = �
0

2��
0

�1−�̂k
2

p��r,�̂k,��

�fe0��r,�̂k��rd�rd� . �55�

In addition, we define the following angle conversions: �

= �k̂ · ŝ�, �= ��̂ · ŝ�, �= �k̂ · î�, and �= ��̂ · î�.

Until now we have only assumed that the distribution
function is symmetric with respect to �E. For the duration of
this paper, we will focus on the three-dimensional relativistic
Maxwellian or Jüttner distribution given as

fe0��� � =
�

4�K2���
exp�− ��1 − �2�−1/2�

�1 − �2�5/2 , �56�

where �=mec
2 /Te, K2��� is the modified Bessel function of

the second kind of order two, and the distribution function is
understood to be zero for ��1. Additional effects such as
the effect of inverse Bremsstrahlung on the ion feature and
the effect of electron trapping on the electron feature can be
considered in future work.

In addition to the integrals in Eqs. �D1�–�D9�, we define

an additional integral relation Jn�� , �̂k�. Jn�� , �̂k� is defined
as follows:

Jn��,�̂k� =
�

ckK2����0

�1−�̂k
2 e−��1 − �̂k

2 − �r
2�−1/2

�1 − �̂k
2 − �r

2��3+n�/2
�rd�r,

�57�

which can be rewritten in terms of derivatives as follows:

Jn��,�̂k� = �− 1�n �

ckK2���� 1

1 − �̂k
2�1/2 �n

��n

e−��1 − �̂k
2�−1/2

�
.

�58�

We define Jn�� , �̂k� to simplify the forthcoming expressions.
An additional factor of 2 /� has been introduced in the coef-
ficient of fe0 as a result of the transition to cylindrical coor-
dinates.

Defining ���1−��̂k�, each integral involving he can be
expressed as follows:

I1 = J2, �59�

I2 =
�

ckK2����0

�1−�̂k
2

�
1

��2 − ���r�2�1/2
e−��1 − �̂k

2 − �r
2�−1/2

�1 − �̂k
2 − �r

2�2
�rd�r, �60�

I3 = ��̂kI2 +
�

�
��I2 − J1� , �61�

I4 = �−2��I2 − J1� , �62�

I5 =
��

ckK2����0

�1−�̂k
2

�
1

��2 − ���r�2�3/2
e−��1 − �̂k

2 − �r
2�−1/2

�1 − �̂k
2 − �r

2�3/2
�rd�r, �63�

k̂

�̂

ê

�

FIG. 3. �Color online� Coordinate system defined for calculation

of numerical integrals. The circle lies in the �̂-ê plane, while k�i and

k�s are in the k̂-�̂ plane.
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I6 = ��̂kI5 +
���

ckK2����0

�1−�̂k
2

�
1

��2 − ���r�2�3/2
e−��1 − �̂k

2 − �r
2�−1/2

�1 − �̂k
2 − �r

2�3/2
�r

3d�r, �64�

I7 =
�2

�2J0 − ��2�̂k
2 + 2

��

�
�̂k� +

�2

�2�
2�I5 + 2���̂k +

�

�
��I6,

�65�

I8 = − �−2J0 +
���−2

ckK2����0

�1−�̂k
2

�
1

��2 − ���r�2�1/2
e−��1 − �̂k

2 − �r
2�−1/2

�1 − �̂k
2 − �r

2�3/2
�rd�r, �66�

I9 =
��

2ckK2����0

�1−�̂k
2

�
1

��2 − ���r�2�5/2
e−��1 − �̂k

2 − �r
2�−1/2

�1 − �̂k
2 − �r

2�1/2
�r

3d�r. �67�

There are only five unique integrals in the Ia’s that must be
evaluated numerically I2, I5, I6, I8, and I9.

B. Reduction of �e, Xe, and Xp

We now reduce our expressions for �e, Xe, and Xp in order
to simplify the computations required. For �e, we start by
writing the one-dimensional distribution function with re-
spect to �k as

fe0
1 ��k� =

e−��1 − �k
2�−1/2

2�2K2��� 	1 + �1 +
�

�1 − �k
2�2
 . �68�

Upon differentiating with respect to �k, we can express �e as
follows:

�e = −
4�e2

mk

�

4�c4K2���� �k exp�− ��1 − �k
2�−1/2�

�� − k� · v���1 − �k
2�5/2

d�k,

�69�

which requires one numerical integration.
Recall our expressions for Xe and Xp,

Xe �
4�e2

mc3k2� �1 − �2�1/2�1 − ni�i�
�1 − �s�

k� · �� pfe0

� − k� · v�
dp� , �70�

Xp � �1 − nic	�
4�e2

mc3k2� �E
2 �1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�2

k� · �� pfe0

� − k� · v�
dp� . �71�

For �fe0�p�� /�pk we have

� fe0�p��
�pk

= −
�

�1 − �2�3/2�kfe0�p�� , �72�

where fe0�p�� is the three-dimensional momentum distribution
function. Upon insertion of �fe0�p�� /�pk, performing a Jaco-
bian transformation from momentum to velocity coordinates,
using cylindrical coordinates, and integrating over � and �r
provides the following:

Xe =
2�e2�

mc3k2K2���
�

�
�

−1

1 gA��k�Q��,�k� + P��,�k�

��̂k − �k�
d�k,

�73�

Xp = �1 − nic	�
2�e2��−2

mc3k2K2���

��
−1

1 gD��k�Q��,�k� − P��,�k�

��̂k − �k�
d�k, �74�

where we have again used �r=���2+�E
2 , ��=�r cos �, and

�E=�r sin �.
Q, P, gA, and gD were defined for numerical purposes and

are given as follows:

Q��,�k� = − ��k

��
0

�1−�k
2 �re

−��1 − �2�−1/2

��1 − ��k�2 − ���r�2�1/2�1 − �2�7/2d�r,

�75�

P��,�k� = − ��k�
0

�1−�k
2 �re

−��1 − �2�−1/2

�1 − �2�7/2 d�r, �76�

gA= �� /�−ni�−ni��� /�−���k, and gD=1−��k. We can
then compute the fully relativistic form factor with two look
up tables and eight one-dimensional numerical integrals,
three of which require a treatment of the singularity at �k

= �̂k.

C. Numerical Integration of �e, Xe, and Xp

The numerical integrals for �e, Xe, and Xp �Eqs. �69�, �73�,
and �74�, respectively� all include singularities �simple poles�
which require careful evaluation. Symbolically, the singular
integrals can be evaluated using Plemlj’s formula

lim�→0
1

�̂k � i� − �k

= PV
1

�̂k − �k

� i����̂k − �k� , �77�

where PV is principle value abbreviated and the formula is
defined under an integral. Here we outline our numerical
equivalent to Plemelj’s formula �21�.

We start by writing the general form of the integral in
three parts as follows:
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�
−1

1 h��k�

�̂k − �k

d�k = 	�
−1

�̂k− 
+ �

�̂k+ 

1

+ �
�̂k− 

�̂k+ 
 h��k�

�̂k − �k

d�k.

�78�

To calculate the first two integrals numerically we must

choose a nonzero value for phi. Choosing  =��1− ��̂k��,
where 0���1, and defining the numerical step size as
��k=w , where 0�w�1, allows for an increase in numeri-
cal grid resolution when the phase velocity approaches c

���k→0 as ��̂k�→1�. This method also minimizes the error
in the cancellations that occur in the first two integrals near
the singularity �the integral is odd around the singularity�. To
further minimize the cancellation error, we define symmetric
arrays for evaluating the first two integrals as follows: �k,−

= �̂k− − �p−1���k and �k,+= �̂k+ + �m−1���k, where
�k,−�−1 and �k,+�1 are the arrays for the upper and lower
integrals respectively, and m and p are integers. With these
arrays defined the upper and lower integrals can be per-
formed using standard numerical integration. For the pole

contribution we linearize h��k� around �̂k and integrate to
find

�
�̂k− 

�̂k+ h��k�

�̂k − �k

d�k = − i�h��̂k� + 2 
dh��̂k�

d�k
. �79�

The first term represents the delta function of Plemelj’s for-
mula, while the second is the correction due to the finite
value of phi required for numerical evaluation. The deriva-
tive of h��k� can be found using standard numerical differ-
entiation.

D. Index of refraction of incident light

The dispersion relation for a light wave propagating in a
plasma can be expressed as follows:

�i
2

c2 − ki
2 + �i

�p,e
2

c
� �e

1 − �2	 ê − ���e

�i − cki�i

 · �� vf0,edv� = 0,

�80�

where we have assumed that f0,e is a symmetric function of
velocity. The index of refraction is then

ni
2 = 1 −

�2

4K2���
�p,e

2

�icki
� �r

3

�1 − �r
2 − �i

2�3/2

�� 1

�̂i − �i
�e−��1 − �r

2 − �i
2�−1/2

d�rd�i. �81�

Equation can be solved with an iterative method with the
solution used in the phase matching of the waves. The scat-
tered wave number is found in the same manner.

VII. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

To examine how the relativistic and nonrelativistic scat-
tered power spectra differ, we use the elements of Secs. II
and III to evaluate the power spectrum to all orders in �. We

will focus on ICF-like plasma conditions, which tend to be
more collective in nature, k�d�1, but can become more non-
collective, k�d�1, at higher temperatures. We note that our
derived spectra do not include the effects of magnetic fields,
but we can examine to what extent additional relativistic
effects play a roll. The results will thus be limited to plasma
parameters for which krL�1, where rL is the thermal Larmor
radius given by mvTe /eB.

To demonstrate that our computations are correct, we con-
sider the nonrelativistic limit of our calculation. The nonrel-
ativistic limit requires scattering from low phase velocity
plasma waves �small n /nc� and at low temperatures �small
Te /mec

2�. We consider scattering of a 351 nm incident beam
at 90° in a plasma with a temperature of 1 keV and n /nc
=0.011. Figure 4 shows a comparison of our computation
with Eq. �45� given by Sheffield as one would see on a
standard camera �plotted versus scattered wavelength and us-
ing ��s=2�c��s /�s

2�. The dotted line is the relativistic and
solid line is the spectrum given by Eq. �39�. The ion feature
has been masked for clarity. The agreement is apparent.

At higher densities and temperatures the deviations of the
first order relativistic corrections from the fully relativistic
form factor become increasingly pronounced. Figure 5
shows comparisons of the scattered power from both treat-
ments on a log scale as a function of frequency for Te
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Comparison of our computed scattered
spectrum to the analytic expression given in Eq. �43�. The com-
puted line is in red �dashed�, the analytic result in black �solid�.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Natural logarithm of the scattered power
as a function of plasma wave frequency for Te=5 keV and ne /nc

=0.05. The top plot shows the form factor comparison at a scatter-
ing angle 30° and the bottom at 90°. The relativistic is in red
�solid�; the first order relativistic in black �dashed�.
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=5 keV and ne=0.05 nc. At 30°, the redshifted peak has a
higher amplitude and a slight frequency shift in the fully
relativistic treatment. A more obvious difference is the en-
hancement of the scattered power at small frequencies. The
enhancement results from the integrals I6 and I7 which in-
volve integrals of �i, and does not occur when approximated
through linearization �as in previous treatments�. From a
physical standpoint, even though the electrons involved in
the scattering process have a low velocity in the propagation
direction of the plasma wave, they can still have relativistic
velocities in the perpendicular direction. This perpendicular
relativistic motion is completely missed in the first-order
treatment. At 90° this enhancement disappears and the two

form factors are similar. At 30°, î and k̂ are nearly perpen-
dicular and thus �i can reach relativistic levels, while at 90°

î and k̂ are nearly antiparallel and the magnitude of �i must
be closer to the phase velocity of the plasma wave, which is
much smaller than c at the frequencies of the enhancement.
This disparity in the range of valid �i causes the emergence
and disappearance of the enhancement and is not observed in
the standard form factor as �i can range from −� to �.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the log of the scattered
power resulting from the relativistic treatment �top� and the
first-order �bottom� correction as a function of frequency and
scattering angle at Te=25 keV and ne /nc=0.05. The low fre-
quency enhancement is apparent in the relativistic plot. Other
than the bulk changes in the collective regime �large angles�,
the fully relativistic peaks are narrower �less damped� than
the first order relativistic. The reduced damping is in part due
to the reduction in the number of electrons available to take
energy from the plasma wave at higher velocities which can
be seen in a comparison of relativistic Maxwellian and non-
relativistic Maxwellian as seen in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 7 the log of the scattered power is plotted as a
function of frequency for four different cases: Te=25 keV
for 	=30° and 90°, and Te=125 keV for 	=5° and 30°. The
relativistic is plotted in red �solid� and the first-order relativ-
istic in black �dashed�. For both temperatures the spectrum
becomes more noncollective as the angle increases, but the
transition to noncollective occurs at a much smaller angle at
Te=125 keV. This is direct result of the temperature depen-

dence k�d��Te. At higher k�d the Landau damping elimi-
nates the collective behavior of the plasma. For Te
=125 keV and 	=5° the first-order relativistic form factor
becomes insufficient for capturing the natural response of the
plasma, which is seen in the absence of the low frequency
enhancement and the width and amplitude of the collective
peaks.

A temperature scaling comparison of the log of the scat-
tered power at 	=45° and ne /nc=0.20 is depicted in Fig. 8.
The cutoff at �=−1.2�p marks where the scattered fre-
quency becomes smaller than the plasma frequency. The
first-order relativistic becomes negative at ��−�i /2 as seen
in Eq. �45�. Line plot comparisons of two different densities
and temperatures at 	=45° are shown in Fig. 5. The top plot
has ne /nc=0.12 and Te=10 keV while the bottom plot has
ne /nc=0.20 and Te=20 keV. The difference between the
fully relativistic and first order relativistic is substantial in
both the width of the blueshifted peak and in the occurrence
of the low frequency enhancement �Fig. 9�.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have derived a fully relativistic form factor for Thom-
son scattering in the weak pump limit. For scattering from
electron-plasma waves a fully relativistic treatment is neces-
sary as the phase velocity of the waves can be near luminal.
The form factor greatly improves on previous treatments,
which treated relativistic effects by expansions in the nor-
malized electron velocity �. The derivation extended the
treatment of Sheffield �1� by treating the scattered electric
field from an accelerated charge in a nonperturbative manner.
The resulting expression was written as a sum of integral
expressions, which require knowledge of the one-
dimensional electron distribution function for evaluation.
The form factor makes no assumption about the collective or
noncollective nature of the scattering and thus can be used to
analyze both cases and transitions between them. In addition,
our fully relativistic treatment is valid for any scattering
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Natural logarithm of the scattered power
as a function of scattering angle, 	, and plasma wave frequency for
Te=25 keV and ne /nc=0.05. The top plot shows our fully relativ-
istic calculation and the bottom the nonrelativistic form factor with
the first-order relativistic correction.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Natural logarithm of the scattered power
as a function of plasma wave frequency at ne /nc=0.05 for Te

=25 keV and Te=125 keV on the left and right, respectively. The
top and bottom Te=25 keV plots are at scattering angles of 30° and
90°, respectively, while the Te=125 keV are at angles of 5° and
30°. The relativistic is in red �solid� while the first order relativistic
correction is in black �dashed�.
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angle such that the scattering plane is perpendicular to the
incident electric field vector.

Two of the major results of the fully relativistic treatment
are the enhancement in low frequency signal and the bulk
changes in the scattered power including spectral shape,
width, and amplitude. The low frequency enhancement re-
sults from electrons contributing to the wave scattering hav-
ing relativistic velocities perpendicular to the phase velocity
even when the phase velocity is much smaller than c. A
proper Thomson-scattered spectrum is important to precisely
determine the bulk plasma conditions and to ensure an ap-
propriate noise source for the growth of stimulated Raman
scattering.
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APPENDIX A: TRAJECTORY MODIFICATION FROM
THE INCIDENT FIELD

For a condition on the change in electron trajectory due to
the presence of the electromagnetic field we perform an ex-
pansion of the electron motion as follows:

s��t� = s�0 + v�0t + �s��t� , �A1�

�t� = 0 + ��t� , �A2�

where s�= �x ,y ,z�,  is the relativistic factor,
0= �1−v0

2 /c2�1/2, and �s��t� and ��t� represent the change in
the trajectory due to the electromagnetic field. For small
changes in the trajectory one can show that �

�0
3�v�0 ·�s�̇� /c2. The force equations for our perturbed quan-

tities are then

�ẍ = 	1 + 0
2�v0

c
�2
−1 qEi,0

0mec
	1 − �vz,0

c
�
cos���i − kivz0�t� ,

�A3�

�ÿ = 	1 + 0
2�v0

c
�2
−1 qEi,0

0mec
	1 + �vz,0

c
�
cos���i − kivz0�t� ,

�A4�

�z̈ = 	1 + 0
2�v0

c
�2
−1 qEi,0

0mec
�vx,0

c
�cos���i − kivz0�t� ,

�A5�

where we have approximated c�ki� /�i as unity. The maxi-
mum excursion for an electron in the electromagnetic field
can be approximated as

�smax �
2

ki
	1 + 0

2�v0

c
�2
−1�vosc

c
�� c

c − vz0
�2

, �A6�

where vosc=ki
−1�qEi,0 /0mec� is the relativistic oscillation ve-

locity. We compare Eq. �A6� with the excursion of an elec-
tron unperturbed by the laser field over one laser period,
namely v0 /�i. Taking the ratio, we find the condition for
small perturbed excursions is simply,

2	1 + 0
2�v0

c
�2
−1�vosc

v0
�� c

c − vz0
�2

� 1. �A7�

Assuming a thermal plasma, Eq. �A7� simplifies to vosc
�vT,e for nonrelativistic electrons, while for relativistic elec-
trons we have 80

2vosc�c.

APPENDIX B: EXPRESSIONS FOR H� e, H� s, H� i, and H� p

Here we will focus on evaluating H� e and note that evalu-

ation of H� s, H� i, and H� p follow the same general procedure.

Inserting Eq. �18� into H� e provides the following
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Natural logarithm of the scattered power
as a function of electron temperature, and plasma wave frequency
for 	=45° and ne /nc=0.20. The top plot shows our fully relativistic
calculation and the bottom the nonrelativistic form factor with the
first order relativistic correction.
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Natural logarithm of the scattered power
as a function of plasma wave frequency at a scattering angle of 	
=45°. The top plot shows the form factor comparison at a Te

=10 keV and ne /nc=0.12 while the bottom plot shows Te

=20 keV and ne /nc=0.2. The relativistic is in red �solid� while the
first order relativistic correction is in black �dashed�.
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H� e � − ê� �1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�
�1 − ni�i�	i

F1,q�k�,v� ,t = 0�

� − k� · v� − i
dv�

+
4�q

mk2

�1�k�,��k� · �� pf0,q

� − k� · v� − i
dp�
 �B1�

where we have dropped the contribution of F0q to Fq; this
term limits to zero as →0 and represents only a transient
response of the plasma. The second integral in Eq. �B1� is
over dp� and cannot be transformed to a velocity integral until
the operator �� p is applied. Rewriting Eq. �B1�, we have the
following:

H� e � − iê�
j=1

N
�1 − �2�1/2�1 − ni�i�

�1 − �s�
e−ik�·r�j�0�

� − k� · v� j − i
− ê

Xe

e
�1�k�,��

�B2�

where we have defined

Xe �
4�e2

mk2 � �1 − �2�1/2�1 − ni�i�
�1 − �s�

k� · �� pf0,q

� − k� · v� − i
dp� .

�B3�

Similarly, we have

H� s � iŝ�
j=1

N

�E
�1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�2 �nic	 − �s�
e−ik�·r�j�0�

� − k� · v� j − i

+ ŝ
Xs

e
�1�k�,�� , �B4�

Xs �
4�e2

mk2 � �E
�1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�2 �nic	 − �s�
k� · �� pf0,q

� − k� · v� − i
dp� ,

�B5�

H� i � − iî�
j=1

N

ni�E
�1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�
e−ik�·r�j�0�

� − k� · v� j − i
− î

Xi

e
�1�k�,�� ,

�B6�

Xi �
4�e2

mk2 � ni�E
�1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�
k� · �� pf0,q

� − k� · v� − i
dp� �B7�

H� p � i�1 − nic	��
j=1

N

�E�
� �1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�2

e−ik�·r�j�0�

� − k� · v� j − i

+
X� p

e
�1�k�,�� �B8�

Xp � �1 − nic	�
4�e2

mk2 � �E�
� �1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�2

k� · �� pf0,q

� − k� · v� − i
dp� .

�B9�

Similar expressions are obtained for the ions with �1�k� ,��
→−�1�k� ,��. For simplicity we will only consider distribu-
tion functions with symmetry in velocity space, which im-
plies Xs=Xi=0. The resulting set of equations are given by
Eqs. �30�–�36�.

APPENDIX C: EXPRESSIONS FOR COMPONENTS OF
THE POYNTING FLUX

As in Appendix B, we consider one term in detail, �H� e�2,
and note that the derivation of other terms follows the same
general procedure.

�H� e�2 = �
j=1

N
�1 − �2�1/2�1 − ni�i�

�1 − �s�
e−ik�·r�j�0�

� − k� · v� j − i

��
n=1

N
�1 − �2�1/2�1 − ni�i�

�1 − �s�
eik�·r�n�0�

� − k� · v�n + i

+ �Xe

�
�2��

j=1

N
e−ik�·r�j�0�

� − k� · v� j − i
− Z�

l=1

N/Z
e−ik�·r�l�0�

� − k� · v� l − i
�2

−
Xe

�
��

j=1

N
e−ik�·r�j�0�

� − k� · v� j − i
− Z�

l=1

N/Z
e−ik�·r�l�0�

� − k� · v� l − i
�

��
n=1

N
�1 − �2�1/2�1 − ni�i�

�1 − �s�
eik�·r�n�0�

� − k� · v�n + i

−
Xe

�

����
j=1

N
eik�·r�j�0�

� − k� · v� j + i
− Z�

l=1

N/Z
ek�·r�l�0�

� − k� · v� l + i
�

��
n=1

N
�1 − �2�1/2�1 − ni�i�

�1 − �s�
e−ik�·r�n�0�

� − k� · v�n − i
�C1�

We say that the electrons and ions are spatially uncorrelated,
which allows us to drop cross terms in the summations. De-
fining

hq�k�,v� ,�� �
fq0�v��

�� − k� · v��2 + 2
, �C2�

we find

�H� e�2

N
=� dv�� �1 − �2�1/2�1 − ni�i�

�1 − �s�
−

Xe

�
�2

he + �Xe

�
�2� dv�hi.

�C3�

Similarly we have for �H� s�2, �H� i�2, and �H� p�2

�H� s�2

N
=� dv�

�1 − �2��E
2

�1 − �s�4 �nic	 − �s�2he �C4�
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�H� i�2

N
= ni

2� dv�
�1 − �2��E

2

�1 − �s�2 he �C5�

�H� p�
N

2 =� dv���1 − nic	�
�1 − �2�1/2���E

�1 − �s�2 −
X� p

�
�2

he

+ �Xp

�
�2� dv�hi. �C6�

For the cross terms, we use the fact that ŝ ·X� D
� =0 and î ·X� D

�

=0 to find the following:

H� s · H� i
�

N
= − nic	� dv��nic	 − �s�

�1 − �2��E
2

�1 − �s�3 he, �C7�

H� e · H� p
�

N
= −� dv�	Xe

�
−

�1 − �2�1/2�1 − ni�i�
�1 − �s�


	 �ê · Xp
��

��

− �1 − nic	�
�1 − �2�1/2�E

2

�1 − �s�2 
he −
Xe�ê · Xp

��
���2 � dv�hi

�C8�

H� s · H� p
�

N
= �1 − nic	�� dv��nic	 − �s�

�1 − �2��E
2�s

�1 − �s�4 he

�C9�

H� i · H� p
�

N
= − ni�1 − nic	�� dv�

�1 − �2��E
2�i

�1 − �s�3 he. �C10�

APPENDIX D: DEFINITIONS OF Ij

In evaluating the Poynting flux, we defined the following
radiation integrals,

I1q =� dv�hq, �D1�

I2 =� dv�
�1 − �2�1/2

�1 − �s�
he, �D2�

I3 = − ni� dv�
�1 − �2�1/2�i

�1 − �s�
he, �D3�

I4 = − �1 − nic	�� dv�
�1 − �2�1/2�E

2

�1 − �s�2 he, �D4�

I5 =� dv�
�1 − �2�
�1 − �s�2he, �D5�

I6 = − 2ni� dv�
�1 − �2��i

�1 − �s�2 he, �D6�

I7 = ni
2� dv�

�1 − �2��i
2

�1 − �s�2 he, �D7�

I8 = �ni
2 − 1�� dv�

�1 − �2��E
2

�1 − �s�2 he, �D8�

I9 = − �1 − nic	�2� dv�
�1 − �2�2�E

2

�1 − �s�4 he, �D9�

where hq is defined in Eq. �C2�.
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